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Studio Sample / Pile Of Artist Books 

Various media 

Various sizes 

Alt text: Arranged on a diagonal, starkly lit in a dark corner, is a 

pile of multiple paper and fiber art pieces. On the wall is a glimpse 

of a large work made of knotted fibers. From left to right on the 

floor is a colorful crocheted beaded object draped over an 

indistinguishable book, with a white, receipt paper book balanced on 

top. It’s cover is flipped open. Behind the arrangement is a brown 

paper bag standing upright.  
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Studio Sample / Little Books On Little Shelves 

Various media 

Various sizes 

Alt text: Balanced in a set up of wooden boxes with brown fabric 

around them is a cluster of art books made of various papers, fabrics, 

and bound in various scales. Some are printed, others illustrated by 

hand. There are seven books total in the photo.  
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Studio Sample / Book In Grit Sink 

Coptic-stitched black and reflective cardstock bound in vinyl and 

decorative leather with bead and cotton thread accents. 

Roughly 8.5 x 6.5 x 6 inches 

Alt Text: A book with alternating black and reflective pages is stood 

on its short edge, pages fanned out, in a gritty sink. The image is 

starkly lit in a dark room.  
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Detail Shot: Dissected Book 

T-shirt fabric, yarn, dyed silk ends, cotton rope, acrylic paint, 

bottle caps.  

9 x 5 feet 

Alt text: A close up shot from the floor looking up, various fiber 

knots, twists, colors, and letters painted onto plastic bottle caps 

can be seen tangled together.  
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Studio Sample / Little Books On Little Shelves 2 

Various media 

Various Sizes 

Alt text: Balanced in a set up of wooden boxes with brown fabric 

around them are three art books made of various papers, fabrics, and 

bound in various scales. One book is laid open in a paper bag to an 

excerpt from the book of Genesis. Another stands on its long edge to 

allow a glimpse of energetic sharpie drawings. Another is tucked into 

a wooden box so we only see the studded leather and beaded spine.  
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Studio Sample With Focus on “Doll Book” 

Various media, Doll Book being leather, coated ribbon, cotton thread, 

and acrylic paint. 

Various sizes, Doll Book being 2 ¾ x 1 ⅞ x ⅞ inches 

Alt text: On a background of white, bandage like polyester and next to 

the spine of a lacey, out of focus book is a miniscule black art book 

with white painted lettering barely readable. A nail lays next to it 

on the left.  
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Studio Sample With Focus on Inside Back Cover of “Isaac” 



Various media, Isaac being Arnhem paper, handkerchief fabric, and 

black colored pencil 

Various sizes, Isaac being 3 ½ x 4 x ½ inches 

Alt text: Balanced in a set up of wooden boxes with a few scattered 

nails around it is a white paper book bound in white fabric with 

offwhite thread. The cover hangs open to show the inside back cover, a 

black colored pencil rendering of an ultrasound.  
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Studio Sample / Little Books On Little Shelves 3 

Various media 

Various Sizes 

Alt text: Balanced in a set up of wooden boxes with brown fabric 

around them are several art books made of various papers, fabrics, and 

bound in various scales. They are leaned in such a way to let the 

viewer read titles off the covers of those that have them.  
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Experimental Installation of Piece “Mebu” 

Dye-sublimated print on polyester stitched with cotton thread 

23 x 1.5 feet 

Alt text: Starkly lit in a dark room, a long strip of white fabric 

with little threads hanging off is wound around a white pole, allowed 

to roll and obscure the printed imagery.  
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Studio Sample / Books On Sink Edge 

Various media 

Various sizes 

Alt text: Starkly lit in a dark room, two artist books balance on the 

edge of a sink. One is made of collected receipts and bound in a chip 

bag. The other is aged paper. 


